Morphological patterns of indirect choroidal rupture on spectral domain optical coherence tomography
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Purpose: To evaluate the morphological types of indirect choroidal rupture (ICR) using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT).

Methods: This was a prospective interventional study of 18 eyes of 18 patients who presented with a history of blunt ocular trauma resulting in choroidal rupture. All patients underwent detailed ophthalmic evaluation and SD-OCT examination.

Results: Mean age of the patients was 32±9.6 years. Morphologically, two types of choroidal rupture were seen on SD-OCT. The first type seen (Type 1 ICR) was a forward protrusion of the retinal pigment epithelium-choriocapillaris (RPE-CC) layer with an acutely angled pyramid or dome shape. This was associated with either a small loss of continuity of the retinal pigment epithelium layer or elevated RPE-CC projection accompanied by a significant quantity of subretinal hemorrhage. The second type observed (Type 2 ICR) was a larger area of disruption of the RPE-CC layer, photoreceptor inner segment/outer segment junction, and external limiting membrane, with a posteriorly directed concave contour depression at that area and downward sliding of tissues into the defect. At presentation, ten eyes were observed to have Type 1 ICR and eight to have Type 2 ICR. Of the 18 eyes, one with Type 1 ICR and two with Type 2 ICR developed choroidal neovascularization (16.6%).

Conclusion: Two distinct tomographic patterns of choroidal ruptures were identified on SD-OCT, which may allow ruptures to be classified into two morphological types. There are morphometric and clinical differences between the two types, which may help to prognosticate visual outcome and anticipate complications following choroidal ruptures.
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Introduction

Blunt ocular trauma can cause a spectrum of dramatic ocular pathologies ranging from mild to grave. Approximately 5%–10% of patients with such injury develop a choroidal rupture.¹ Indirect choroidal ruptures (ICRs), which result from concussional force² transmitted through the wall of the globe, are discontinuities in the choroid, Bruch’s membrane, and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Blunt trauma to the globe momentarily deforms it and, while the tensile strength of the sclera and the elasticity of the retina aids resistance to injury, Bruch’s membrane is breached because it is fragile and cannot withstand such a force. Concomitantly, the small capillaries of the choriocapillaris are damaged, leading to subretinal or sub-RPE hemorrhage, while the deep choroidal vessels are usually spared. Ruptures occurring secondary to punch injuries are usually situated in the peripapillary region, while projectile injury commonly produces ruptures in the posterior pole.³ Those involving the macula are
predictably associated with a poor visual prognosis and are more predisposed to form choroidal neovascular membranes (CNVMs). This is an important cause of visual loss, although there are also other reasons for poor visual outcome. While acute visual loss in eyes with ICR may be due to ruptures passing through the fovea or a rupture associated subretinal hemorrhage extending to lie under the fovea, delayed vision loss occurs because of scar formation or later formation of CNVMs. It is of note that multiple choroidal ruptures are not necessarily associated with a bad visual outcome.

Choroidal neovascularization (CNV) is part of the normal healing process after choroidal trauma. Studies show that there can be a spontaneous involution of the CNV within weeks following injury; but, unfortunately, in some eyes, the CNV is aggressive or gets reactivated, subsequently leading to visual loss in about 5% of ruptures. Risk factors for development of CNV include an ICR involving the macula, longer length of ruptures, ruptures closer to the center of the fovea, and those occurring in those of older age.

While the clinical and angiographic appearance of ICRs have been well described, the pathoanatomy of choroidal rupture using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) has yet to be fully explored. SD-OCT has revolutionized the approach to and understanding of several retinal conditions. Visual reconstruction of retinal pathology is possible due to the high-resolution and volumetric scan modalities available in the latest-generation optical coherence tomography machines. The aim of the study reported here was to analyze the different morphological appearances of ICRs on SD-OCT imaging and to classify them based on the presenting morphology. We also studied the association of clinical features, causative injury, dimensions, locations, and complications, such as subretinal hemorrhage and CNV formation, with each type of ICR in these eyes.

**Materials and methods**

This study was a prospective interventional study of 18 eyes of 18 patients who had sustained blunt ocular trauma believed to be the cause of a choroidal rupture, between March 2009 and March 2011. The patients attended the retina clinic in our tertiary care hospital. The study was approved by the Chaitanya Eye Hospital and Research Institute review board and ethics committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. Patients who presented within a week of trauma were included in the study, so that the ICR morphology could be studied at the acute stage. A thorough clinical history was taken from and ophthalmological examination performed on all patients.

The nature of injury and the approximate size of the object causing the trauma, whether smaller or larger than the size of the anterior orbit, were noted. Visual acuity was assessed using a Snellen chart, with results converted to logMAR values for analysis. Anterior segment examination was performed using slit-lamp biomicroscopy and Goldmann applanation tonometry was performed on all eyes. Posterior segment evaluation included fundus examination with slit-lamp biomicroscopy using a Volk 78D lens and indirect ophthalmoscopy using a Volk 20D lens (Volk Optical, Inc, Mentor, OH, USA). Patients were excluded if there was significant media haze due to vitreous hemorrhage or corneal involvement, precluding morphometric measurements and SD-OCT imaging at presentation or at any time during follow-up.

Any patient presenting later than a week after sustaining injury, requiring surgical management, or for whom less than 6-months’ follow-up was achieved was also not included in the analysis. A choroidal rupture was classified as “macular,” “foveal,” or “peripheral” according to the criteria described by Ament et al. Other coexistent ocular injuries were also noted. SD-OCT was performed for the involved eyes using a Cirrus® HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany). Cube and raster scans were done through the entire length of the ICR, with image signal strength being in excess of 5/10. Each cube scan consisted of 512 vertical sections and 128 horizontal sections at 5 µm cuts. The morphological appearance of the choroidal rupture, changes in the outer retinal layers and choriocapillaris complex, and presence of subretinal hemorrhage were noted. Care was taken to keep the lateral borders of the choroidal ruptures within the scan area through their entire length. All patients had a fundus photograph taken to document the choroidal rupture (using a Visupac™ and FF 450plus fundus camera, Carl Zeiss Meditec). The length of the rupture and the shortest distance between the rupture and the foveal center were measured using the caliper tool of the SD-OCT by a single observer (UN). In case of multiple ruptures, the length of the longest rupture was recorded. In curvilinear ruptures, the free-hand tool was used to measure the linear length. If the rupture passed through the fovea, the proximity from fovea measurement was taken as zero. Fundus fluorescein angiography was done at the point of clinical suspicion of CNVM development.

Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (v 16.0; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The unpaired t-test was used to compare the means of values between the two groups of ICR, while Fisher’s test was used to determine the statistical significance of the size of the projectiles and the number of ruptures in these eyes between the two groups.
Results

Of the 18 patients included in our study, 14 were male and four female. The mean age was 32.4±9.6 years (range 10–55 years). Best-corrected visual acuity ranged from counting fingers to Snellen acuity 20/20 (logMAR vision equivalent 0). Mean logMAR vision was 0.750 (± standard deviation [SD] 0.51). The average duration of follow-up for these patients was 17.86±5.4 months. Demographic characteristics and anterior segment examination features are described in Table 1.

The choroidal ruptures were clinically apparent as irregular curvilinear breaks in the choroid with associated subretinal hemorrhage (Figure 1A, C, and E). Fundus evaluation revealed choroidal rupture involving the fovea in seven of the 18 eyes. All eyes had ruptures posterior to the equator. Multiple sites of choroidal rupture were seen in five eyes. One patient who developed a peripheral traumatic cataract was included in analysis, as the view and imaging of the retina was not hampered.

SD-OCT features

Two patterns of choroidal rupture were identified on SD-OCT. The first pattern (Type 1 ICR) was a forward protrusion of the retinal pigment epithelium-choriocapillaris (RPE-CC) layer with an acute pyramid or dome shape. This was associated with either a small loss of continuity of the RPE layer or a break in the wall of the elevated RPE-CC herniation, along with a variable quantity of subretinal hemorrhage (Figure 1B, D, and F). Reflectivity under the dome seemed to be variable.

The second type (Type 2 ICR) comprised a posteriorly concave area of disruption of the RPE-CC (Figure 2A–F). This was associated with loss of photoreceptor inner segment/outner segment and external limiting membrane reflectivity (Figure 3A–D). There was apparent sliding down of the overlying retinal layers into the defect.

In our study, ten eyes had Type 1 ICR and eight eyes had Type 2 ICR. The eyes were categorized into each type based on their SD-OCT feature at presentation. There was no scenario in which the two types of ICR coexisted, either in the same rupture or in the same eye. When the length of the rupture was perused, each ICR was found to have maintained its integral features over time and there was no change over the follow-up period from one type to the other. The morphometric and SD-OCT features of each type are summarized in Table 2.

Based on their morphology, the two types of ICR were analyzed for associations with mode of injury, number and location of ruptures, and subretinal hemorrhage involvement of the fovea. Table 3 illustrates the frequency of various characteristics in these two categories.

There was no statistically significant difference in mean final visual acuity or mean length of follow-up between the two groups of ICRs. The ten eyes with Type 1 ICR had a mean final vision of 20/31 (Log MAR 0.1903) after a mean follow-up period of 15.1 months. The eight eyes with Type 2 ICR achieved a mean final vision of 20/47 (Log MAR 0.3710) over a mean duration of follow-up of 16.2 months.

Three eyes (16.66%) developed CNVMs secondary to choroidal rupture; two of these patients had Type 2 ICR on SD-OCT. Of the three eyes with CNVMs, two patients had subfoveal and one had one juxtafoveal location of CNV. All the three patients had Type 2 CNV and their eyes were treated with intravitreal Bevacizumab. The length of the choroidal ruptures in all the three patients was more than 4 mm and within 1–2 disc diameter from center of the fovea. Associated posterior segment features included optic disc pallor along with choroidal rupture (five eyes), vitreous hemorrhage (four eyes), vitreous base avulsion (one eye), and a peripheral retinal tear (one eye).

Discussion

Our study revealed that the morphological appearances of ICR on SD-OCT were classifiable into two main types, hitherto unreported to the best of our knowledge.

We noted a predominance of male patients, which was consistent with previous work.1,9 In these studies, the main mode of injury was a projectile object not bigger than the diameter of the orbit. A variety of culpable scenarios, ranging from injuries in road traffic accidents to falling fruit,10 have been noted, similar to those reported by our patients. Of the six patients who reported injury as a result of a larger
projectile, five (83.3%) had Type 1 ICR, while seven of the twelve (58.33%) patients who had been injured by a smaller projectile had Type 2 ICR. Conversely, 87.5% of the patients who had Type 2 ICRs reported being injured by smaller projectiles. However, the influence of the velocity of the projectile and the force of the trauma were not analyzed, as these parameters were expected to be highly subjective.

Previous studies have described two distinct clinical patterns of ruptures that give rise to CNVMs.\textsuperscript{3,10–12} These clinical patterns correspond to partial thickness ruptures situated temporal to the optic nerve head and curving through the fovea or those situated superiorly or inferiorly around the optic disc, nearly impinging onto the fovea.\textsuperscript{3} This curvilinear configuration is probably a result of maximal stress at these areas.\textsuperscript{3,13} The authors also stress that the location of the rupture is important to note, since the development of CNVMs is likely to be perifoveal\textsuperscript{3} because the RPE is unable to inhibit neovascularization effectively around the fovea.\textsuperscript{14}

Our data show that Type 2 ICRs are more likely to be longer, although our findings in this respect did not reach statistical significance when compared with the lengths of the Type 1 ICRs. However, the proximity of Type 2 ruptures to the fovea and the likelihood of being located within the vascular arcades were significantly higher than in the Type 1 ruptures. As is expected, the involvement of the fovea due to subretinal blood was also significantly more common in Type 2 ruptures. However, we could not conclusively prove that foveal ruptures were more common in Type 2 ICRs. This might have been due to the inadequate number of eyes in each group. Yet, we may speculate that Type 2 ruptures are more likely to involve the fovea, due to their being preferentially located within the arcades, and can logically be more often associated with poorer vision and CNVM formation, as discussed.
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\caption{Type 1 indirect choroidal rupture (ICR). (A) Extrafoveal ICR nasal to the fovea. (B) Domed-shape elevation with loss of continuity at the base of dome. (C) Multiple ICRs at the macula involving fovea. (D) Subfoveal rupture with apparently intact retinal pigment epithelium-choriocapillaris layer. (E) Multiple ruptures, just sparing the fovea, with subretinal hemorrhage. (F) Extrafoveal pyramid-shape elevation with break in the tip and subfoveal hemorrhage.}
\end{figure}
Figure 2 Type 2 indirect choroidal rupture (ICR). (A) Multiple macular ICRs. (B) Loss of continuity of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)-choriocapillaris (CC) and inner segment/outer segment layers with subretinal heme. Note the two sites of ruptures (yellow arrowheads). (C) RPE-ILM thickness map, which clearly delineates the rupture site. (D) Horizontal line scan further inferiorly in the same eye, showing no change in the nature of the ICRs (yellow arrowheads). (E) Peripapillary macular ICR. (F) Horizontal line scan at the level indicated in E. The posterior sagging of the retinal layers with loss of the RPE-CC is seen nasal to the fovea (yellow arrowhead).

Abbreviation: ILM, internal limiting membrane.

Figure 3 Spectral domain optical coherence tomography features of Type 2 indirect choroidal rupture (ICR). (A) Loss of continuity of the retinal pigment epithelium-choriocapillaris and inner segment/outer segment layers and ELM with downward sliding of inner retinal layers. (B) Focal loss of continuity with no change in the contour of the overlying retinal layers. (C) Peripapillary choroidal rupture with subretinal bleed. (D) Two months after healing, there is persistence of depression and change in the retinal contour (yellow arrowhead).

Abbreviation: ELM, external limiting membrane.
In our study, we noted that 12 out of 18 patients had ICRs within the arcades. Of these, the three patients who developed CNVMs had ruptures situated within 1 mm of the foveal center, in accordance with the previously stated study. In these cases, one had a Type 1 ICR; thus, as we felt that any statistical analysis would be affected by such a small sample, it was not performed. Regardless, it is likely that Type 2 ICRs are more inclined to develop CNV because the amount of tissue disruption that occurs in Type 2 ICR is much more extensive than in Type 1.

In our study, we described SD-OCT features pertinent to the morphological appearance of these ruptures that, as far as we are aware, no previous investigators have described. The peak and trough configurations are likely to be a result of the varying stress-release patterns during blunt ocular trauma. Based on our observation that a Type 1 ICR is more likely to occur as a result of ocular trauma caused by large projectiles, while Type 2 ICRs seem to be more commonly associated with projectiles smaller than the anterior diameter of the orbit, there may be an association between the nature and amount of force to ocular tissues and type of ICR, although in our analysis this did not reach statistical significance. The exact reason for this peculiar configuration of the breaks is largely speculative, but we can hypothesize that some of the velocity of the larger projectiles was deflected by the anterior orbital rim, resulting in less of a compressive force and more of a shockwave effect, and therefore less direct trauma to the ocular structures. This translates into a generalized increase in intraorbital pressure with a restricted re-expansion of the globe due to the tamponading effect of the large surface area of a large projectile at the orbital rim. The resultant implosion-type effect leads to a peaked rupture configuration directed internally. In contrast, the large concave depressions seen in Type 2 ruptures may have resulted from the more direct compressive effect and unhindered re-expansion of the globe following compressive trauma with projectiles with smaller surface areas with no capacity to restrict such tissue deformation, thereby causing more extensive tissue damage and splitting of ocular coats.

There is a possibility that because of the greater area of RPE and Bruch’s disruption that occurs in Type 2 ICRs that it may be more conducive to the formation of CNV. It has already been established that CNVMs are associated with a poor visual outcome, with the prognosis further deteriorating if there is foveal involvement.

**Conclusion**

Two distinct tomographic patterns of choroidal ruptures were identified on SD-OCT, which may allow ruptures to be classified into two morphological types. This SD-OCT classification may be of practical prognostic value. We would recommend that eyes with a Type 2 ICR need close monitoring with serial SD-OCT for early detection of CNV. However, we found no statistically significant difference in mean final visual acuity between the two groups of ICRs. Our study of 18 eyes allowed us to closely scrutinize the morphology of ICRs and development of complications non-invasively over time. Nevertheless, our small sample size does not permit us to comment on the statistical significance of our findings. A prospective study with a larger number of eyes and longer follow-up may further substantiate our positive findings. Longer follow-up of the patients will determine if the type of ICR, based on our discussion, had a bearing on long-term visual outcome. All patients with an ICR should undergo serial SD-OCT examination for detection of ICR type to help prognosticate vision in eyes that have sustained blunt ocular trauma.
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